WE DIDN’T INVENT TOURING . . .

WE JUST REINVENTED IT. AGAIN.
Ever since the motorcycle was invented, riders have taken to the open road to
seek new vistas, new challenges. For subsequent decades, riders immersed themselves in the exhilaration of their new sport, but often endured discomfort and
hardship in exchange for the thrills of long-distance travel.
Then in 1975, Honda introduced the first Gold Wing®. And the motorcycling
world has never been the same. From the beginning, the Gold Wing offered riders an innovative combination of high performance, and remarkable comfort
and reliability–a combination of attributes that were rare at the time. These
unique capabilities opened up new riding possibilities for a broader range of
enthusiasts than ever before.
As 2001 dawns we see the new Gold Wing, an icon reborn. Endowed with an
amazing 118 bhp and 125 lb./ft. of torque, and an aluminum frame with a

single-side swingarm, the new Gold Wing 1800 explodes existing touring
limitations. The first true high-performance luxury motorcycle, the new Gold
Wing balances luxury appointments with a level of sporting prowess never
before seen in motorcycling.
By striking an artful blend between transcontinental comfort and a decidedly
athletic persona, the 2001 Gold Wing powers down a road that is at once new yet
familiar, a path that leads the Gold Wing back to its high-performance origins.
For more than 25 years, the Gold Wing has redefined the art of long-distance riding. Now the new Gold Wing 1800 has reinvented touring. Again.
1972 A design team is established, led by Soichiro Irimajiri, who headed up design of
the five- and six-cylinder road racing engines of the 1960s. The team develops the M1,
a top-secret prototype designed to explore the outer limits of the Grand Touring
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The original Gold Wing was much, much more than just a new motorcycle. Powered by a revolutionary 999cc liquid-cooled horizontally
opposed four-cylinder engine, the Gold Wing opened new possibilities
never before considered by the experts in the enthusiast press, much
less the consumer public in general. What to make of this open-class
machine with world-class power and cross-country capabilities? Gold
Wing customers took to the open road in droves, and helped inspire an
industry-wide paradigm shift toward long-distance motorcycling.

Five years of continuous consumer input culminate in the introduction
of the GL1100. More than a rehashed GL1000 with 10 percent greater
displacement, the new Wing incorporates deliberately planned modifications that direct it out of the superbike realm and place it squarely
into the touring category. The new 1085cc engine now favors torque
rather than horsepower, a longer wheelbase provides more room for
both pilot and passenger, and a new air-assisted suspension system
gives the Gold Wing its most supple, comfortable ride to date.

concept. The super-fast M1 features a liquid-cooled horizontally opposed six-cylinder
engine with shaft drive–features that surface in the Gold Wing line in years to come.
1974 After two intense years of development, Honda unveils the GL™1000 at the

Cologne show in October of 1974. Honda positions the Gold Wing as a landmark
machine and touts its many revolutionary features. The public at large, however, is
unsure how to position the GL. Its hot-rod engine performance places it near the top
of the superbike class, yet its remarkable smoothness, comfort, reliability and roominess soon endow the Gold Wing with a reputation for open-road prowess.
1979 With more than 80 percent of Gold Wing production being exported to North

America, a vital need arose to build a production plant in the U.S. Although Honda
had been building overseas plants for more than 25 years, the move to America in
the 1970s was risky. To most consumers, Honda’s made-in-Japan quality was its
strongest selling point, and building in America could jeopardize this hard-earned
reputation–not just for the Gold Wing, but for all Honda products for decades to
come. Nevertheless, Honda forged ahead, and on September 10, 1979, the first
Honda of America Manufacturing (HAM) plant begins production.

1980 The GL1100 Interstate™, a motorcycle justifiably named for the road it owns,

marks the dawn of a new era. Honda’s research shows the passenger plays an important role in the purchase decision, so Honda creates the most innovative Gold Wing
yet. In Interstate form, the Gold Wing is equipped with factory-installed fairing and
luggage–huge advantages for long-haul travel. This is the advent of the turn-key
touring machine, a trend all competing manufacturers would follow.
1982 In quick succession, Honda introduces the concept of luxury touring with the
Aspencade®. Amenities abound in standard trim, including LCD instrumentation,
stereo, CB, on-board air-compressor and thoughtful touches such as the handy
storage pouches in the passenger backrest. At the same time, through the use of
Redpages in its advertising, Honda underscores its technological edge.
1984 The introduction of the GL1200 brings a larger, more sophisticated engine and
significant changes to the chassis as well. A new 16-inch front wheel helps provide a
lightness in steering effort heretofore unknown in a full-dress touring machine.
1985 Following the success of its Marysville Motorcycle Plant, Honda builds an engine
plant in nearby Anna, Ohio, to build Gold Wing engines. Just as Marysville’s success
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The GL1100 also introduced another innovation that was arguably more
important than its mechanical changes. Since the Gold Wing’s longdistance prowess had inspired the creation of an entire aftermarket
of bolt-on touring accessories, Honda’s engineers clearly envisioned
a new direction toward a turn-key, fully dressed luxury machine.
In 1980, the innovative Interstate fulfilled that vision as the first
Gold Wing available fully equipped with factory-installed fairing,
saddlebags and trunk, plus the option of a stereo sound system.
Turn-key touring, Gold Wing style, is born.

The GL1200 brought the Gold Wing to the outer limits of the fourcylinder engine’s performance envelope. The added power and
torque of the 1182cc engine made the GL1200 the king of its class in
1984, with a smoothness and acceleration that couldn’t be matched.
The next year, Honda marked the Wing’s 10th anniversary with an
ultra-luxurious GL1200 Limited Edition (pictured below), which featured computerized fuel injection, four-speaker sound system, cruise
control, auto-leveling rear suspension, electronic travel computer
and special metallic gold paint.

paved the way for Honda’s auto manufacturing in America, the Anna Engine Plant
moved from manufacturing GL engines alone to building powerplants for Civics
and Accords. At Anna, all casting, forging, machining and heat-treating processes
necessary to turn raw materials into finished, sophisticated engines reside under one
roof. One associate proudly observes, “We do what seven Honda plants do in Japan.”
1988 Engineers love to quantify research with empirical data. But much of the new

GL1500’s development would be subjective, virtually impossible to measure. How do
you quantify seat comfort? How do you know when a volume switch detent feels right?
Small details consume inordinate hours of development time. Examples? Seat
development required three solid weeks of in-the-saddle work, with an engineer
hand-carving new seat shapes out of foam in a chase van. Tires were another major
undertaking; more than 500 rear tires were consumed during development.
1993 The next-generation GL begins to take shape under the guidance of Masanori

Aoki, a sport-bike enthusiast who has already headed up development of highperformance bikes including the CBR®250RR, CBR400RR and the CBR600F3. “We
set out to keep 80 percent of the Gold Wing’s touring capability,” Aoki says. He also

adds, “My job is to add more fun factor, to build a Gold Wing with the kind of
acceleration and handling people normally associate with sporting machines.”
After considering flat-four, flat-six and flat-eight engine configurations, customer
response overwhelmingly points to a flat-six of about 1800cc displacement.
1995 The Gold Wing’s 20th anniversary represents a major milestone, an event that

Honda celebrates enthusiastically with three commemorative models and the publication of a special hard-cover book that details the entire history of the Gold Wing.
1996 The one-millionth Honda motorcycle made in America rolls off the Marysville

assembly line. Appropriately enough, the millionth model is a Gold Wing; this
commemoration is altogether fitting, since the success of the Gold Wing and that of
Honda in America are inextricably intertwined.
2000 In January 2000, the Marysville Motorcycle Plant is thoroughly redesigned

to build the new Gold Wing. As part of this process, the engine production line is
transferred from Anna to Marysville to facilitate the new Gold Wing production. The
Gold Wing’s new era officially begins when the first complete GL1800 rolls off the
Marysville assembly line on October 10, 2000.
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In 1984 a new design team began planning the next Wing. The new
machine had to be superior in every aspect: extremely quiet and silky
smooth, yet extremely powerful with superior handling. The GL1500
got there–the hard way. Thousands of hours were spent in testing
15 different machines in 60 prototype stages–the most comprehensive model development project in Honda’s history. These efforts
culminated in a six-cylinder luxury motorcycle of such surpassing
excellence it would establish a touring benchmark that would
dominate motorcycling for more than a decade.

The word “new” cannot do justice to the GL1800. Two numbers alone
tell a big story: 118 bhp and 125 lb./ft. of torque. Don’t try to find other
bikes that compare, because there aren’t any. In terms of power, the
new Gold Wing is literally in a class of one. Likewise, the list of longlegged mounts offering a box-section aluminum frame begins with the
word “Gold” and ends with “Wing.” And that’s only the beginning.
Before the GL1800 was completed, Honda would patent more than 20
technological innovations that were incorporated into this amazing
high-performance luxury motorcycle.

2001 HONDA GOLD WING

ENGINE

Here’s everything you need to know about the GL1800 engine: It makes 118 bhp and 125 lb./ft.
of torque–that’s world-class power! With a displacement of 1832cc, the new liquid-cooled
horizontally opposed six-cylinder is 20.5 percent larger in displacement, yet it
weighs about 2.5 pounds less than the previous design. A new fuel injection system incorporates
two 40mm-diameter throttle bodies to deliver air to six Keihin high-pressure (50-psi) injectors.
Fuel is delivered via four nozzle tips in each injector, providing a highly atomized
air/fuel mixture that is highly combustible for optimum efficiency and power.
A new valve train–now chain driven–features a parallel two-valve cylinder
head design using shim-under-bucket valve actuation, so the first valve
clearance inspection isn’t due until 32,000 miles!

CHASSIS
That gorgeous multi-box-section
aluminum dual-spar frame isn’t
just for looks–it’s a whopping 25
pounds lighter than the previous
steel design. Composed of 31
components–compared to the
previous steel frame’s 130
pieces–this remarkable aluminum frame offers an incredible
119 percent increase in lateral
rigidity plus a 77 percent gain in
torsional rigidity. Factor in the
new Pro Arm ® single-side cast
aluminum swingarm, and it’s
easy to see how the 2001 Gold
Wing sets new class standards
for athletic ability.

ERGONOMICS

In designing the GL1800, Honda engineers incorporated the parallel two-valve cylinder
head design along with side-mounted radiators, changes that yield important benefits.
First, this allowed the engine to be moved forward to create a roomier cockpit for both
rider and passenger. Second, placing the rider 2 inches closer to the steering axis improves steering feel, and the low, forward
engine placement enhances the Gold Wing’s handling characteristics and low-speed maneuverability.

FEATURES

The Gold Wing trunk provides 61 liters of storage capacity,
enough to swallow two full-face helmets. An additional
5 liters of space can be gained if the optional CD changer
is not installed. In addition, each saddlebag provides over 40 liters of storage. As a bonus,
the new GL includes a remote-control key lock/unlock feature for the trunk and bags,
plus a remote pop-open feature for the trunk.
Controls on the left fairing panel include a motorized headlight aiming system and a
hydraulic rear suspension preload adjusting system with a two-position memory feature,
which means you can switch your suspension settings back and forth from solo to two-up
modes with just the touch of a button.
An all-new slow-speed electric reverse system is now easier and more convenient than ever
to engage. Operation is via two thumb controls located on the right handlebar.

AERODYNAMICS
The GL1800 looks sleeker than past Gold
Wings because it is! This stylish bodywork
still provides excellent wind protection,
yet the GL’s drag coefficient has been
reduced 10 percent compared to the previous design. Also, an ingenious ratcheting
windshield adjustment system provides six
settings that yield a height adjustment
range of nearly 4 inches.

INNOVATION
The Gold Wing integrates Honda’s proven
Linked Braking System™ (LBS ™) with a
new anti-dive system that minimizes front
fork dive while braking. This first-ever
application of anti-dive and LBS produces
enhanced stability when maneuvering at
both low speeds and highway speeds. A
second model adds an optional Anti-Lock
Braking System (ABS) for a fully integrated
package that is state-of-the art in the motorcycling world.
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American Honda Motor Co., Inc. does not condone speeding and supports responsible riding practices. Honda recommends all riders take a training course and obey the law.
Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing, and please respect the environment. Read your owner’s manual thoroughly. Professional riders pictured on closed course.
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